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We present a study concerning the unexpectedly large coercivity increase and associated magneto-structural properties of $\text{Co}_x\text{Ni}_{1-x}$ patterned arrays. An increase in $x$ led to an face-centered-cubic (FCC)–hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) transition in $\text{Co}_x\text{Ni}_{1-x}$ arrays, accompanied by a 6-fold increase in coercivity and strong 3d exchange interactions probed by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism. Sum-rule analysis revealed that orbital moment involved very little in the variable coercivity and magnetic anisotropy; this is distinct from other nanostructures displaying variable coercivity. The sharp rise in coercivity can be attributed to the geometrical confinement of the arrays, causing the microstructure of the nano-clusters to switch magnetization reversal mechanism from fanning to coherent with increasing $x$, based on the chain-of-spheres model. First-order-reversal curves revealed that the FCC and HCP arrays comprised both soft and hard ferromagnetic components; however, the soft component of the FCC was much more pronounced, leading to differences in reversibility. This type of nanostructure provides a sharp control of magnetic hardness that could be tailored in related technologies. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
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The ultra-high packing density of patterned ferromagnetic (FM) media may one day replace current thin film media in the next generation of magnetic storage. Bimetallic, nano-array media exhibit interesting phenomena resulting from high structural confinement and physical proximity effects. Co has long been a central component of recording media due to its ability to produce strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) when alloyed with Pt and Pd. The magneto-structural interaction of Co with the other elements determines the properties of the resulting media; however, this topic remains poorly understood with regard to patterned media. This study examined the $x$-dependent structural and magnetic evolutions of $\text{Co}_x\text{Ni}_{1-x}$ nano-arrays. Compared to CoPt/CoPd, CoNi is more economical, nontoxic, and not compositionally limited by the L10 phase. In addition, the high-order arrays and various techniques employed in this study provide a unique setting to investigate the fundamental physics underlying patterned media. We examined coupled reversal-dynamics and microstructural properties as well as the modification of macro- and micro-magnetism across the structural transition. Our results indicate that the structural geometry and microstructure of the arrays greatly improved the hardness of the media as the concentration entered the hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) region. This provided a simple strategy by which to alleviate Co-based alloys (except CoPt/CoPt) from low coercivity when formed into nanostructures.

This study fabricated $\text{Co}_x\text{Ni}_{1-x}$ nano-arrays using electroless plating with porous anodic alumina oxide (AAO). The plating technique and experimental process are detailed in our previous studies. Five samples with $x = 10, 30, 50, 70,$ and 90 at. % were prepared and labeled as CN10, CN30, CN50, CN70, and CN90, respectively. The morphologies and microstructures of the arrays were probed using scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy, respectively. Crystallographic properties were characterized using Cu $k\alpha$ x-ray diffraction (XRD). Magnetic hysteresis (M-H) loops were measured along the long axis of the arrays using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectra were acquired in total electron yield mode, operated over Co/Ni $L_2$ and $L_3$ absorption edges. We then employed sum-rule analysis to obtain the spin ($S_z$) and orbital ($L_z$) atomic moments. First-order reversal curve (FORC) diagrams were also collected using a VSM below (CN50) and above (CN90) the structural transition. We selected CN50 instead of CN10 to represent the face-center-cubic (FCC) group because the larger $H_c$ of CN50 is capable of providing better resolution with regard to FORC distribution. Following saturation, we measured magnetization starting from a reversal field, defined as $H_r$, back to the positive saturation to trace out a FORC. A family of FORCs was obtained with different $H_r$ but equal field spacing filling the interior of the major hysteresis loop. Finally, FORC diagrams were presented in a contour plot by mathematically converting the coordination from $H_r/H_s$ ($H_s$ is applied field) into $H_r/H_c$, according to the following equations: $H_c = (H_s - H_d)/2$ and $H_b = (H_s + H_d)/2$. 
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Each FORC family contained 150 FORC measurements. The FORC saturation fields were 5200 and 9100 Oe for CN50 and CN90, respectively, and their $H_\text{s}$ and $H_\text{c}$ field intervals were both 71 Oe. Details regarding FORC analysis can be found in Refs. 12–14.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b), respectively, present cross-sectional and top-view SEM images of the Co$_x$Ni$_{1-x}$ nano-arrays, enabling the acquisition of the free-standing and isolated natures of the arrays on a Si substrate with an aspect ratio of approximately 3. All Co$_x$Ni$_{1-x}$ samples exhibited identical dimensions, due to the confinement of the AAO template. The microstructure probed by TEM is presented in Fig. 1(c) in which CN50 was selected to illustrate the cluster microstructure of the arrays with cluster-units ~30 nm in diameter. The microstructure of the clusters can be attributed to the manner in which the EL-plated nano-arrays were grown. Similar micrographs were found in other investigated samples (data not provided). Figure 2(a) presents the $x$-dependent crystallographic properties of the Co$_x$Ni$_{1-x}$ probed by XRD. A Ni-based, FCC structure was obtained in CN10, CN30, and CN50 with (111) and (200) indices, while an HCP structure was acquired in CN70 and CN90 with (002) index due to the dominance of a Co-rich phase. An FCC—HCP structural transition occurred between CN50 and CN70. The transition was fairly sharp, with no mixed-phase obtained in CN50. The composition obtained for the structural transition is consistent with bulk CoNi, suggesting that the Co$_x$Ni$_{1-x}$ possesses high structural stability when formed in patterned arrays. Figure 2(b) presents $x$-dependent M-H curves, with the saturation magnetization ($M_\text{s}$) enhanced linearly with increasing $x$, due to larger $3d$ moments of Co than Ni, as predicted by the Slater-Pauling curve. A large discontinuity in coercivity ($H_\text{c}$) accompanied the FCC—HCP structural transition, increasing from ~300 to ~1800 Oe as detailed in the inset of Fig. 2(b). The vast change in $H_\text{c}$ appears to have arisen from the varying degrees of magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MCA) accompanying the structural transition. However, CN70 and CN90 displayed an $H_\text{c}$ of ~1800 Oe, a value much greater than those of HCP-CoNi nanoparticles with comparable dimensions. This implies that the variability of MCA is not necessarily the sole mechanism involved in the enormous increase in $H_\text{c}$.

Figure 3(a) provides $x$-dependent XMCD spectra for Co (left) and Ni (right). Interestingly, both Co and Ni XMCD...
Sz of both elements through 3d exchange interactions, instead of an increase in the fraction of MV. 

Lz is far more sensitive than Sz to the structural transition of both elements. Unlike Sz, which can freely switch upon field reversal, Lz is often bound to lattice and structural coordination, thereby serving as the origin of the MCA.19–23 In fact, the promotion of Lz is widely considered an effective strategy to improve spin-orbit coupling as a means to stabilize the magnetic state. Previous studies have revealed direct correlations between enhancements in Lz and increases in the anisotropy constant20,21 and Hc;22,23 however, the correlations are mostly qualitative in scope. This fact motivated us to validate whether Lz is responsible, especially quantitatively, for the enormous increase in Hc within specific nanostructures. This study superimposed concentration-weighted Sz and normalized M, in Fig. 3(b), and superimposed concentration-weighted Lz and Hc in Fig. 3(c), as a function of x. Sz coincides well with M, indicating high correspondence between the two quantities. Lz, by contrast, shows a two-step increment which does not fully correspond to the sharp rise in Hc across the transition. Quantitatively, Lz increased only 20% from below (CN50) to above the transition (CN70), which is far below the 600% increase of Hc. Obviously, there must exist extrinsic factors governing the coercive responses of the arrays more effectively than Lz, despite a strong MCA provided by the HCP phase.

The low dimensional frameworks of magnetic nanostructures could confine the FM domain size and constrain the domain reversal, thereby influencing Hc. This study discovered that the microstructure of CoNi1−x arrays comprise many nano-clusters, the geometry of which reasonably fits a “chain-of-spheres (COS)” model.24 In the COS model, single-domain (SD) particles are assumed to be linked within a chain structure. This geometry could produce two moment reversal mechanisms with different coercive responses, coherent and fanning reversal, as illustrated by the upper and lower schemes, respectively in Fig. 4. Coherent reversal often yields a larger Hc than fanning because a larger magneto-static energy barrier must be overcome through coherent switching. From TEM (Fig. 1(c)), we estimated the cluster size at 30 nm, a value smaller than the theoretical critical size (~100 nm) that favors the formation of SD within a particle.19 Several researchers have reported that the critical size of SD particles in CoNi1−x nanostructures is approximately 40–60 nm.25–28 Summarizing the above information,
we posit that it is reasonable to assign the COS model to this case in order to explain the coercive responses of Co$_x$Ni$_{1-x}$.

This study used the COS model$^{19,24}$ to present theoretical $H_c$ as a function of particle number within a chain structure, for coherent (solid line) and fanning (dashed line) reversal, as shown in Fig. 4. The theoretical estimation in the figure is numerically presented on the left (normalized theoretical $H_c$) and bottom (particle number) axes with black color. The foothold of the estimation considers the total energy of the chain structure as follows:

$$E = -\frac{\mu^2}{a^3} (1 + \cos^2 \theta) + 2\mu H \cos \theta,$$

where $\mu$ is the dipole magnetic moment, $a$ is the particle diameter, $\theta$ is the jointed angle between two dipole moments within two adjacent particles, and $H$ is the applied field. Each particle is treated as an $\mu$. The first term of the energy describes the mutual potential of the two dipoles, and the second term is associated with the potential energy of the chain in the presence of an external field. What makes coherent and fanning reversals different is $\theta$ in which the intrinsic $H_c$ of the two mechanisms can be gained by setting the second derivative of the energy to zero. Further details regarding model settings can be found in Ref. 24. For the purpose of clarity, we adopted reduced intrinsic (RI) $H_c$, instead of intrinsic $H_c$, to eliminate the possibility of variations in moment from particle to particle.$^{19}$ We set the RI $H_c$ of coherent reversal to 1 as the theoretically maximum attainable $H_c$, to enable a better comparison with fanning reversal. In a similar fashion, we treated our experimental data to gain the RI $H_c$ of the five Co$_x$Ni$_{1-x}$ samples.$^{29}$ The gained results were superimposed into Fig. 4, represented by upper (sample label) and right (normalized experimental $H_c$) axes using blue color. Surprisingly, when theoretical and experimental approaches are superimposed, the FCC group appears to lay in the fanning reversal region, while the HCP group is better described by coherent reversal. The excellent agreement between experimental data and the COS estimation unambiguously points out the structural geometry of the arrays as a factor of greater importance than $L_z$ in determining the coercive responses. It also suggests that the HCP arrays are likely to possess a strong interfacial exchange interaction$^{19}$ between particles, making coherent reversal more favorable than fanning. The discontinuity of $H_c$ is therefore ascribed to different mechanisms of the moment reversal, instead of the promoted orbital-lattice coupling through phase transition. We therefore conclude that changes in the magnetization of the Co$_x$Ni$_{1-x}$ arrays are driven by itinerant Co-Ni 3$d$ electronic exchange interactions; however, the coercive responses are governed by reversal dynamics confined by the framework of the arrays.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the raw FORC measurements of CN50 and CN90, which represent the FCC and HCP arrays, respectively.
HCP arrays, respectively. Figures 5(c) and 5(d) are the converted FORC contour diagrams corresponding to Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. In Fig. 5(c), the diagram presents a two-peak, bridge-like distribution, suggesting two major reversal components coexisting in the FCC arrays. One is located at the low \( H_c \) and negative \( H_b \) region, which can be thought of as a soft ferromagnetic component (SFM). The other extends along \( H_c \) with the center located at an \( H_b \) of \( \sim 2000 \text{ Oe} \), which can be thought of as a hard ferromagnetic component (HFM). In general, a soft component would generally generate a FORC distribution parallel to \( H_b \); however, the variation in cluster size (Fig. 1(c)) may have modified the magnitude of the interaction field, causing a deviation in the distribution.\(^{12} \) This distribution suggests that the FCC arrays tend to switch the SFM component in the beginning of the reversal, and subsequently complete the reversal by reversing the HFM component to reach the final state. In Fig. 5(d), the distribution of the HCP extends along \( H_c \), suggesting the existence of a number of ferromagnetic components with different \( H_b \)s involved in the reversal process. The distribution center is located at \( H_b \approx 2500 \text{ Oe} \), indicating the major contribution of an HFM component. The distribution also appears to broaden along \( H_b \), suggesting the presence of a minor SFM. Considering that \( H_b \) is related to the dipolar interactions, such broadening could be attributed to a strong interaction field between particles related to the strong magnetization of CN90. We further extracted reversible and irreversible components of CN50 and CN90 from their FORC diagrams, as shown in Figs. 5(e) and 5(f), respectively, using the methods described in Ref. 30. The decomposition of reversible and irreversible components is operated near the descending branch of the major loop by monitoring changes in magnetization versus \( H_b \) changes in the original FORC (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)); i.e., \( dM/dH_b \). Further details can be found in Ref. 30. In Figure 5(e), a large reversible distribution coupled with the suppressed irreversibility was observed in the FCC arrays, similar to that obtained in Ni nanopillars.\(^{12} \) Conversely, the HCP arrays display comparable reversible and irreversible contributions, indicating that the reversal may be coupled with a considerable irreversible path. FORC data provide insights into the reversal dynamics of the two groups beyond magnetization and coercivity. Coherency in the magnetization of the HCP arrays appears to arise from the interaction anisotropy among clusters, such that the arrays can be characterized as Stoner-Wohlfarth particles.\(^{11,12} \) Therefore, the singly distributed, widely spread FORC diagram can be interpreted as the reversal overcoming the strong interaction anisotropy, comparable to what occurs in HCP-Co nanowires with a strong MCA effect\(^{13} \) along the short axis of the wires featuring a similar FORC distribution.

In summary, this study investigated the correlation between the structural and magnetic properties of patterned \( \text{Co}_x\text{Ni}_{1-x} \) nano-arrays, focusing on the effects of structural geometry and microstructure. By isolating the magnetisms of Co and Ni using XMCD, the increase in the magnetization of \( \text{Co}_x\text{Ni}_{1-x} \) appears to stem from strong Co-Ni 3d exchange interactions. This was not expected according to Slater-Pauling theory in which magnetization is simply proportional to the sum of MV. Unlike other nanostructures, the MCA and coercivity effects of which are often \( L_z \)-driven, the sharply promoted \( H_c \) through the FCC—HCP transition for \( x \approx 0.7 \) can be attributed to the change in the moment reversal mechanism, resulting from the geometrical confinement and microstructural properties of the arrays. The two types of arrays were further probed using FORC technique to explore their reversal dynamics and reversibility. The FCC and HCP arrays both contained SFM and HFM. The greater intensity in the SFM of the FCC led to more pronounced reversibility than that observed with HCP.
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---

We followed the equation of $RI H_c = H_c/\gamma M_s$ from Ref. 19 to obtain reduced intrinsic $H_c$ ($RI H_c$). For CN70 and CN90, their intrinsic $H_c$ are $6.12 \times 10^5$ and $5.54 \times 10^5$ Oe/emu, respectively, which are greater than those of CN50 ($1.87 \times 10^5$ Oe/emu), CN30 ($2.47 \times 10^5$ Oe/emu), and CN10 ($2.17 \times 10^5$ Oe/emu). This indicates that they belong to different groups. For a better comparison with the theoretical estimation in Fig. 7, we took the average of the $RI H_c$ of CN70 and CN90 and set it to be 1, and proportionally reduced $RI H_c$ of CN50, CN30, and CN10. Note that the information about the $RI H_c$ is presented by the ratio of coherent/fanning in this work, instead of absolute values of the two individuals, for the purpose of avoiding possible artifacts raised by $M_s$ normalization, cluster volume, or magnetic interactions among arrays etc., as well as having a clear comparison with the theory.


